What is it that makes us guitarists tremble in our boots when it comes to sight-reading? Having done clinics, led ensembles, and given countless finals and auditions the world over, I've heard every excuse in the book for poor reading ability, from “my reading’s terrible!” to “dude, my reading sucks!” I’ve heard them all. Guitar players are legendary for being bad sight-readers. So why does a guitarist have so much more trouble reading than other instrumentalists? There are several reasons. First off, most guitarists don’t start playing until their teen years. Most string, brass and woodwind players begin their instrumental lessons during elementary school, and the lessons are usually reading-oriented. They have to be because the schools need these kids to participate in ensembles like concert band, wind ensemble, orchestra, etc. These ensembles are playing written music, so to participate you have to read. Right there, students who have “learned” their axe via reading have several years of reading on their instrument and playing in reading situations under their belts by the time they’re teenagers.

Another issue with guitarists and sight-reading is that many of us learn by copying recordings of our favorite players. Personally, I consider this to be an important aspect of any guitarist’s musical training. There are those who frown upon transcribing as leading to a loss of originality and not paying attention to “one’s inner voice”, etc. But the fact is that playing along with transcriptions forces us to make decisions about fingerings and connectivity, important formative concepts for guitarists. There’s also a wealth of nuance one gains from playing along with recordings, not to mention the development of “touch”. But what does this issue have to do with sight-reading, anyway? The answer is that most of us while learning a piece from a recording will not notate it in traditional manuscript. This is great for the ear, but bad from the perspective of developing reading skills. Furthermore, many will try to document the transcription in “tab”, which is good for us guitarists, but undecipherable to other musicians who don’t play guitar. So as useful as tab is, it also isolates us from other instrumentalists who use traditional notation as a means of conveying musical ideas. So once again, we’re putting off the issue of learning to read.

And finally, another reason why guitarists often don’t read well, there is issue of note duplication. The guitar with its six strings and tuning in fourths has many duplicated notes all over the fingerboard. Many instruments such as the piano have only one location for a particular note, say middle “C”. That middle “C” might be played with any finger in the course of a piece, but will always remain on that one location on the keyboard. Horn players have valve or key fingerings that correspond to a note. Outside of the occasional “false fingering” or “extended technique”, they pretty much hit a note with that particular valve/key fingering. Not so the guitar! We have so many options as far as where to locate/play a note that by the time we’ve made up our minds where to play it, the band is on the next piece! There is definitely a “lag” time associated with this location issue. We’ll come back to this in a while. Now that we’ve identified some of the causes of guitarists tending to be weak readers, let’s go on to how to improve our reading.

To improve your reading you have to know why you’re having problems reading.
How did you do reading that little fragment from my tune "The Bonga"? Did you play it in meter? Did you "nail it" on the first try? If not, let's explore a routine to improve your reading. Reading is equal parts of experience, performance ear-training, and know how. But initially you need to know which elements to concentrate on to improve. I've developed a method that breaks down the reading process into three areas of study. The first area involves the eye deciphering a pitch on the staff and translating it into a letter name. Read off the names of this next example as fast as you can say the letter name A, B♭, C♯, etc.

**Medium register—most notes in the staff.**

How did you do? If you were pretty fast rattlin' off the pitch names go on to this low register example.

Once again if you did pretty well with the last example, continue with this next high register example.

Many students will do fairly well naming the pitches in the first example (medium register), get a little slower on the low register, and then become downright "turtle-like" when it comes to the last high-register one. The cognitive ability to recognize any pitch in any register is an essential ingredient to becoming a better sight-reader. If you find yourself fumbling for names A...flat.....B.... C...no D♭, then you need to train your eye to recognize the pitches faster. And since it's common for people to have more trouble with low and high registers, I suggest you write out three pages of notes (no rhythm, just whole-notes, like the preceding examples) that are completely random and skipping around in medium, low, and high registers, then practice training your eye until you get fast at naming the pitches.

Another "eye-training" exercise I would suggest, is to follow a score or part while listening to a recording. Getting the sense of the duration of each measure of music in meter, and following the bars from system to system trains the eye how to jump distance and get a sense of the spatial layout of the music as related to time.

Step two involves rhythm. Often this is many students "weakest link" that causes them to be a poor readers on guitar. If your sense of rhythm in time is weak, there's no way that you'll become a decent reader. Typically, a guitarist with poor rhythm recognition gets behind in the piece, loses the sense of meter, then "crashes and burns". This is another basic "musicianship skills" issue that along with the note recognition can be practiced without the guitar in hand. In fact, you're bettey off not bringing the issues of location and guitar technique into the process at this point! So to practice rhythm recognition, put down the guitar, and start conducting! Conducting? YEAH, conducting!
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Conducting scares some people, but I find that it’s the best way of instilling a steady sense of meter while practicing rhythms. The right hand (which conducts the beat patterns) takes on an almost “auto-pilot” state after some practice. When you can conduct and sing rhythms “against” the beat pattern (while keeping things steady) accurately, this aspect of “musicianship skills” will transfer to your guitar sight-reading. There are several good books to practice with that specifically target rhythm studies. Robert Starer’s book “Rhythmic Training” is an excellent one to start with. And of course you can practice conducting and singing rhythms with any piece of written music, from jazz tunes in the “Real Book” to excerpts from a Beethoven symphony. One word of caution: start with simple material, master it, then gradually work on harder pieces.

When you have pretty good control of steps 1 and 2, it’s time to start thinking about organizational and fingering concepts on the guitar. Traditionally most guitarists and methods start at the bottom of the fingerboard with open strings and then work gradually higher on the neck. It makes sense to limit the range of activity—you can’t do it all at once. However, the early methods that taught the guitar by reading this way tend to compromise the quality of phrasing, especially with jazz music. I’ve seen many students trying to read a Wes Montgomery transcription in position and not getting very good results. I’d like to ask you at this point to look over my lesson on scales in this series entitled “Of Scales and Modes”. While this lesson focuses on scales, scales contain many arpeggio fingerings and chord grips within the boundaries of the scale fingering. The scales are presented in one, two, and three octave versions as well as different orientations locationally. This can help you start thinking about this third aspect of reading: execution/location.

I look at this aspect as being similar to improvising. When we improvise, though there may be moments of pure spontaneity, many of our ideas come from craftwork. These are ideas that have been worked out and practiced enough to be “spontaneously rearranged” with other ideas on the fly, in an interactive way. The association with reading is that when we read, we’re analyzing/listening for content that suggests location. Of course this can vary widely with the sophistication of the musical content that we’re reading. For instance:

This fragment of a simple Christmas tune is comprised of notes completely diatonic to C major. It could be played in “open” position utilizing open strings, in many movable positions related to C major scales, also side to side starting on the sixth, fifth, or fourth strings, or even completely on one string at a time from the sixth or fifth strings.

This is another fragment of my tune “The Bonga” it contains elements of pentatonic scales, as well as poly-chordal fragments of triadic and quintal harmony. Because its register is limited to notes mainly in the staff, it is playable in a few places, but my choices for fingering would be dictated by the penta and arpeggio content. Can you identify these elements?
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You can see that simple or difficult, there’s (usually) always more than one location to play the music in. Choices as to where to play an idea become part habit, style, and listening to what the music dictates. Start by analyzing the music you’re trying to read for content. Some line passages will be scalar and some made of arpeggio content. There are also passing notes that will be chromatic or delayed resolutions, etc. Try to “see” the basic content to find a fingering from something you know, such as a scale fragment or a major triad arpeggio form. Look at this etude and try to find fingerings related to the given harmonies. Remember, there isn’t just one way to do it. Experiment!

Reading Etude #1

© by Mark White
You may notice at this point that all the reading examples have been challenging. These are not easy. The "Bonga" fragments are "pro" level, the etude would be college level, somewhere around fourth semester. Only the little Xmas tune would be simple level. If you get a sense of what level you're at, try to find similar material that is challenging and interesting, but not so difficult that you can't get through it. You're much better off starting at a level that you can play musically without too many mistakes. This builds confidence, which is an important ingredient for developing reading skills.

Obviously, with so many guitarists at so many varying degrees of reading ability, writing etude after etude of material for this little treatise would be foolish. And there's already tons of material available to use too! But regardless of your level, you can still apply the three areas of focus along with a little common sense and really improve your reading. Here are some recaps and thoughts on how to proceed.

- Choose material that is appropriate to your current level of reading skill. There are many sources to procure material from. Try some "classical" excerpt books, or books of duets (practice with a friend). These books come in an assortment of levels and are available through many famous publishing houses. These books might be written for flute, clarinet, etc. but work fine for guitar as long as you don't get into transposition issues when playing with non-concert instruments.

- Before you actually try the piece, go through the three steps:
  1. Identify the notes by "eye" and practice following the notes in time from system to system.
  2. Practice the rhythms by conducting and singing just the rhythms through the piece.
  3. Analyze the piece for content and determine where to locate/play what you find. Look for scale fragments and arpeggio/chord shapes. Understand the function of notes like chromatics, etc. and how they relate to the piece's overall content. At this point proceed to try the piece. Use a metronome to mark your progress. Start at a slower tempo, then increase the speed as you get comfortable with the music. Try singing along with the music to internalize it. There's a strong connection between pitch recall and singing.

- Differentiate between reading and sight-reading. Sight-reading is a piece that you read with no preparation, on the spot. Try to do some of this every day. The material should be simple at first, then increasing in difficulty as your skills improve. This will help you determine how quickly you're implementing the three factors above. Look for pieces with some long duration notes, simple rhythms, and easy to analyze content. Before you play this four bar example take twenty seconds to scan for detail. This is an example of the "basic" kind of material to start with:

\[ \text{\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example.png}} \]

I'll conclude with the entire chart of my tune "The Bonga". This is an example of a piece that would be really difficult to read "cold". Go through the system, and try it in smaller chunks, say, four bars at a time. Use a metronome to keep yourself honest. Start slowly then speed up the tempo. Download the audio file and eventually play along with the recording. You might consider using one of the many transcription softwares available to slow down the recording's tempo without changing the pitch.
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